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Nunnovation /New-no-vation/. Noun (Anything new or innovative that is worth writing about will be found on 
nunnovation.com). Nunnovator /New-no-va-tor/ Verb (An individual or company using innovation to do good is 
an nunnovator.)

Nunnovation Africa Foundation (NAF) is a registered and reputable Non-Profit Company founded in 2014, 
strategically aligned to drive the development agenda of transforming lives through innovative solutions. The 
foundation was established by African entrepreneurs with a vision to develop the knowledge of and expose 
young people to new and emerging industries to enable their participation in the development trajectory of 
African communities. It is dedicated to creating, implementing and managing programmes aimed at empowering 
various target groups with critical thinking to enable socio-economic transformation through innovation.  These 
programmes are designed and geared toward skills development and empowering people to participate in the 
mainstream economy locally and globally.

The leading organisation 
in fostering the concept of 
innovation through critical thinking 
skills to advance developing 
economies. 

VISION

To make a significant contribution 
to the development of the African 
continent and its people.

MISSION

Informing, Educating and 
Inspiring.

FOUNDING PRINCIPLES
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THE ALE DRINKING APE...

CORE VALUES
We are governed by the following principles...

TRUST
T

ACCOUNTABILITY
A

HONESTY
H

PASSION / LOVE
P / L

EFFICIENCY
E

EXCELLENCE
E
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SERVICES
Design and
implementation of
skills development
programmes in
various industries.

Sharing the good news
in Africa and innovation.

We promote innovation
worldwide by linking &
cultivating innovators
through innovative
projects, events and
media.

develop open and 
inclusive dialogues 
about prevalent socio-
economic issues and 
employ critical thinking.

Innovation Skills
Development

Digital
Magazine

Innovation
Catalysts

Thought
Leadership
Dialogues
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Over 75K
Audience Reach

Get nominated in the
top four Young Creativ
Entrepreneur Award by
the British Council

Maintain an average age
group of visitors at 22 – 46
year olds (35% being in Africa,
65% from the rest of the world)

Successfully make event
‘trend’ on social media during
live event coverage

The magazine has an
international audience and a
burgeoning social media
presence

Keep content contributors
who have a combined following
of over 1,000 000 on new
media platforms

The team at the f oundation is
always trotting the globe to
attend world class event s
promoting and showcasing
innovation and social good

Motivating young
people

Local and international
content and trends in
the innovation space

Won a Global Training &
Development award at
the CHRO Asia Leadership 
Awards in India

Inform

Educate

MILE
STONES
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Over 2 500 unique
visitors and 30 000
page views dail y

Grow strong links with regional
media houses (SABC News -TV
and Community R adio Stations)

We have par tnered with
various other broadcasting
media plat forms to ensur e
the wide prolif eration of
our content

Forming strategic
partnerships

92
countries
worldwide

6
provinces
impacted

2500+
empowered

scholars

400+
graduates from

our ICT programme

60+
coders

produced

Inspire



Innovation Skills Programme
The foundation is passionate about providing industry 
specific and inclusive innovation skills through local, 
regional and international collaborations. Through 
this knowledge and skills drive, we are able to create 
a platform for programmes that enable multilateral 
integration, shared innovation skills sets and 
experiences.

At the heart of all our programmes is the need to spark 
progressive dialogue through thought leadership which 
focuses on developing a culture of innovation and 
transformation across various industries. Nunnovation 
is committed to changing the lives of every individual 
who goes through its programmes for the better through 
skills development and gainful employment. 

ISP

IWBInnovators Without Borders
Innovators Without Borders also known as (IWB) is 
a division at NAF that is aimed at bridging the gap 
between developing countries and first world countries, 
through creating, partnering and sourcing projects. 
We use a simple tool to determine our involvement in 
projects which helps us commit the right resources for 
an efficient and effective project.
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ISP
Sibanye Construction Input Incubator

NAF in partnership with Sibanye Gold have established 
a Construction Input Incubabtor to develop sustainable  
manufacturing enterprizes to participate in the 
mainstream ecoomy.

The Coding Programme

Nunnovation partnered with The Telkom Foundation 
Trust, to launch and implement school programme that 
is aimed at equipping the youth with coding and critical 
thinking skills.

The Internship Programme

Nunnovation continues to create a platform for young 
unemployed graduates through partnerships with 
various organisations in different sectors. This platform 
empowers one to gain work experiencial training.

C.O.J.E.D.I 

Hailed as one the most successful ICT programmes in 
the country, Nunnovation along with Microsoft, CISCO 
and Technology Innovation Agency partnered with 
COJEDI, an enitiative of the City of Johannesburg, to 
train and upskill unemployed graduates in the ICT sector. 
The graduates have been exposed to opportunities with 
international companies and have since been placed in 
jobs countrywide.

PROJECTS
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Lessons To Profession

Nunnovation has designed a Career Guidance 
programme targeted at learners living with disabilities. 
The programme informs the learners of the possible 
avenues in careers one can take through the Career 
Guidance sessions. The aim of the project is to educate 
and inform learners on how to gain entry into tertiary 
and ultimately get employment.

Thought Leadership Dialogues

Our mandate is to continuously develop open and 
inclusive dialogues about prevalent socio-economic 
issues and employ critical thinking to come up with 
solutions for the challenges that are impacting the lives 
of individuals across the board. These conversations 
target leaders in the public and private sector, 
professionals, academics and the youth.

Boxing Arena

Most South African boxing champions hail from the 
Eastern Cape, a province that lacks recreational 
facilities. For this reason Nunnovation partnered with 
the National Lottery Comisson to build the boxing arena 
which will be run by Boxing South Africa.

IWB
PROJECTS
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PROVES FOR
THE EFFICIENCY
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+27 10 035 1080

nunnovation.com

nunnafricafoundation.org

5th Floor, Protea Hotel 
Hendrik Verwoerd Drive & Gordon Hood Road
Centurion.

@nunnovation

NUNNOVATION
AFRICA FOUNDATION


